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Basic skills tests
stump freshmen;
students failing
By Scott Shuey
Staff Writer

L.

September 17, 1997

On bended knee

See related editorial on page 2

Incoming freshmen to San Jose
State University are getting quite a few points.
surprise.
"I didn’t feel my writing was that
Even though they are high school bad," she said.
graduates, many can’t pass the univerBettisworth felt the instruction she
sity’s entry level math or English place- got in high school was inconsistent and
ment tests. This semester, 73 percent of did not prepare her for college. Now she
all the incoming freshmen who took the has to take a five-unit class that does
English placement test and 80 percent not count for graduation, she said.
who took the math placement test
Both Bettisworth and Silvester are
scored low enough that they require now enrolled in remedial classes and
remedial classes.
also receive tutoring in the Language
Under Executive Order 665, all Development Center.
freshmen in the California State
Amy Ellison, assistant director of
University system will be required to the Language Development Center,
take both tests starting in fall 1998. said the students may be failing the
SJSU decided to implement the test for several reasons.
requirement a year
"They may
early, said Denise
just be poor
Murry, who chairs the "I didn’t feel my writing test -takers.
and
Language
They have to
L inguistics was that bad."
sit for hours
Department.
write
and
Students who do not
about things
Bettisworth they don’t care
Carmen
take the tests will not
be allowed to register
SJSU sophomore about,"
she
for math or English
said.
"They
classes.
might
be
Several students who failed the standouts in high school because they
placement tests were surprised by were great creative writers, but their
their low scores.
grammar stops them up. We’re trying
Seana Silvester, a freshman who to get them to think through the writgraduated from Wilcox High School in ing process."
Santa Clara and is now studying child
The number of students who are
development, thought she was pre- now required to take remedial classes
She
did
not
test.
into
the
going
pared
are now making those classes harder to
get the minimum score of 151 and is get.
now required to take a year of remedi"If we had enough money to pay the
al classes.
tutors and enough money to pay the
"I missed passing the English test instructors we could have more classby three or four points," Silvester said. es," Ellison said. "There are 20 sections
"I was really mad at myself. In high available this semester with 24 people
school I normally got As and Bs. I was in each section with more trying to get
disappointed, but now I know I have to in. The section consists almost entirely
work harder."
of freshmen."
Carmen Bettisworth, a sophomore
There are several reasons the stuwho hadn’t taken the test last year, also dents are failing the math test. Susan
missed passing the placement test by a
See
, page 6

Stone’s ’Dream’
reflects himself
’Writers in Film’ brings
Academy Award -winning
Oliver Stone comes to
SJSU to promote book
By Adam Billington
Staff Writer
Officials say Oliver Stone is coming
to speak on campus. But is he really?
Stone is best known for his conspiracy-laced movies such as "J.F.K."
"Platoon" and "Natural Born Killers."
The Academy Award winning writer,
director and producer is coming to
campus Thursday. The speech, which is
part of the "Writers in Film" series,
begins at 7 p.m. in the Morris Dailey
Auditorium.
Stone is promoting his new novel, "A
Child’s Night Dream," based loosely on
his own adolescence. The lead character is named William Oliver Stone, a
teenager during the mid ’60s whose
search for the meaning of life takes him
on many of the same paths the author
took.
"The book is a combination of styles
from Joseph Conrad to Jack Kerouac,"

4
dim

said Alan Soldofsky, professor of
English and director of the Center for
Literary Arts.
"The Department is very excited to
have (Stone) here," said Mike Adams
head of the Radio, Television, and Film
Department. Stone is a step up from
the usual speakers SJSU gets, said
Michele McDevitt a member of SJSU
Public Affairs Office.
Students are anticipating Stone’s
arrival, as well.
"He’s such a figure in cinematography. He’s a master of his work," said
Katie Kascht a 20-year-old public relations major.
Soldofsky is the reason SJSU has
made that step up according to
McDevitt. "( Soldofsky) has worked really hard to get him here."
Before his speaking engagement a
screening of his movie "Platoon" can be
seen at Camera 3 Cinemas on 2nd
Street. The screening will begin at 1:30
p.m. and will be followed by a book
signing from 4:30 to 5:30 p.m.
Although Stone also has a new
movie set to release this fall named "U
Turn," starring Sean Penn and Nick
See L.nnie, page 6

Shay O’Reily1Spar1art
Xlpcetotec Is a dance troupe from Mexico City touring Mexico and the United States. Dancers invited members of
the audience to join in and show their support, while one dancer (pictured) led the menagerie in circles yesterday at
the Student Union Amphitheater. Only seven of the Xipcetotec’s troupe members performed,

Budget rework prevents fee hike
It .1- never a serious proposal to
cut or r;ose fres, hut we we’re open to
looking at the possibilities," Kalustian
said.
In the end, the state cut $200 million from proposed criminal justice
programs and axed new funding for

;ipproved by state legislators for the
past three years to keep student fees
frozen
By shifting funds and slicing fundKalustian said Wilson’s decision to
ing for new programs, the California
pay the hulk of the lawsuit was legitiState University and University of
mate). She said it has saved taxpayers
California systems were saved from a
millions of dollars of interest. Since
10 percent fee hike this summer.
the resources were available, she
In the state budget, Gov. Pete
said, Wilson felt it was a financial
Wilson had already proposed to
he didn’t want hanging
"It would have been terrible obligation
allocate $37 million to the CSU
over the state.
and Ur systems to prevent a fee If we had to pay for someSteve Henderson, legislative
hike, which would have been
director of the California State
implemented this year. But after body else’s politics."
Student Association, said he,
Wilson decided to pay off a $1.4 bilblames politics for discussions
lion lawsuit to the California
about a fee hike.
Public Employee’s Retirement
Steve Henderson
"It was all pretty complex and
System in a single lump sum, the
California State Student Association students were almost put into a
budget had to be rewritten.
squeeze. It would have been terriLisa Kalustian, a spokeswoman
ble if we had to pay for somebody
for Wilson, said before legislators set- flood control, battered women’s shel- else’s politics," Henderson said.
tled the lawsuit, they agreed that ters and housing programs to pay the
Student advocates, Henderson said,
every program in the budget was money that could have resulted in the) were worried that the cut would negaopened to cuts. Kalustian said legisla- I() percent fee hike. This is also known tively impact financial aid recipients
tors never seriously considered cutting as a buyout, where the state pays for He said if the state had raised fees,
money from U(78 and CSUs or raising the CSU’s and ITC’s increased mone- student aid wouldn’t have been adjustfees
tary needs. The buyouts have) been
See Budget, page 6

By Ingrid Perez
Stafl Writer
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Amount of power held by online services frightening
big bad wolf is knockThc
ing at the door and I am
amazed at the number of
people myself included who
let him in.
No, it’s not Bill Gates, but
you’re close.
On Sept. 8, Steve Case,
Chairman and CEO of America
Online, Inc., referred to as
AOL, announced its acquisition
of CompuServe’s worldwide
online services through an
agreement with CompuServe’s
parent company, WorldCom.
With the agreement, AOL,

often referred to by its members as "A-0-hell," has taken
yet another step toward dominating the online community
and those who choose to utilize
its services.
It’s not just the fact that
AOL is expanding, after all, we
do live in a capitalist society.
What’s scary is the fact that
once you sign on, you literally
relinquish control of your computer to the behemoth of
Internet online services.
Once you open that connection, AOL has the ability to not
only send you stock informa-

dow opened up on
tion, news and emy screen saying
mail, but also send
that my current verfiles
unrequested
sion needed updatand commands to
ing. Without so
your computer.
much as a keystroke
This may not
of consent required
sound critical to
from me, AOL sudsome, but if you’ve
denly began downever had a virus on
loading the files it
your computer, you
I
determined
know how frustrating it can be YVONNE OHUMUKINI needed directly to
to run an anti -virus program my hard drive, then sent a corn which may or may not clear up mand to my computer to restart
the AOL program, presumably
the problem.
Consider this: the last time I for my convenience.
It suddenly occurred to me
tried to sign off of AOL, a win-
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Opinion page policies
Readers are encouraged to express thenvielvw on the Opinion
page with a Letter to the Editor or Campus Viewpoint.
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One Waelungton Square, San Jose. CA 95192-0149.
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Published opinions and advertisements du not noceasanly reflect
the views of the Spartan Daily, the School of Jobrnaligen end Maas
Communications or SJSU
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Motorcycles bring death, grief
was three years, five
Itmonths and 12 days ago
that I gave John a hug and
a smile as he wished me a
"happy birthday" and ambled
out of my surprise party at
about midnight to straddle his
motorcycle.
Seven hours later, he was
dead.
The police report was accurate, even if it was stated in the
most simple of terms: John had
been out for an early morning
motorcycle ride when a truck
ran a stop sign and hit him.
In truth, as told to us later
by observers, the truck slammed into his left
side, sending the bike into a prone sideways
spin on the asphalt, ripping the leather arms
off his jacket and the skin off his arms. When
the paramedics removed his helmet, his
skull opened up and, unlike a jigsaw puzzle,
could not be put back together again.
On that day, I lost a friend and gained a
venomous hatred of motorcycles.
According to the National Highway
Traffic Safety Association, 2,300 motorcyclists die each year on America’s roads.
As motorcycles lack the protection of an
enclosed vehicle, it’s no surprise that, per
mile traveled, the number of deaths on
motorcycles is 20 times that of car deaths.
On average, there are 58 deaths per 100,000
registered motorcycles annually compared to
18 deaths per 100,000 automobiles.
The fact of the matter is that motorcycles
are less stable and less visible than cars and
yet they have high performance capabilities.
I have argued with others this point
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string of commands, what’s
next?
The worst part about it is
that now that the information
highway comes directly to my
house, I find it impossible not
to let it in.
It may look as innocent as
Red Riding Hood’s granny, but
before you open the door, look
closely for sharp teeth.

Yvonne Ohumukini-Urness is a
Spartan Daily Staff Writer.

Affirmative action
survival critical to
diversity of SJSU

OH
MY!
I’M SO SORRY

Editorial
Iour society remedial means dumb. So are
the San Jose State University students who
failed the math and English placement tests
this semester dumb? Lazy maybe, but dumb?
We don’t think so.
This semester, 73 percent of all new freshmen who took the English Placement Test
scored so low, they will now be required to take
remedial courses. Seventy-three percent?
After taking the Math Placement Test, 80
percent of new freshmen were told the same
thing. Eighty-percent?
Some argue that tests aren’t truly reflective
of students’ ability. We agree to some extent
Tests aren’t really what you know but what
you remember on the day that you take them.
There are several factors to consider when
looking at people’s test scores: Were they worrying about paying the rent on time, finding
adequate child care or an abusive spouse?
Were all the people who failed the test experiencing all those things all at the same time?
We doubt it.
Some people are poor test takers. We’ll give
them that, but 80 percent’?
Many students are now upset at having to
take a five -unit class that doesn’t count toward
graduation. Do the words personal responsibility mean anything to anyone?
The fact that students haven’t taken a math
or English course in the (near past) is no
excuse. The contents of the test aren’t top
secret. Test takers know what subjects are on
the tests. Anyone feeling inadequate in those
areas should take it upon themselves to brush
up on them.
It’s simple: Know the rules. Follow them or
suffer the consequences.
Under Executive Order 665, all freshmen
within the CSU system will have to take both
tests starting in fall 1998. SJSU has decided to
implement the requirement a year early
Students who don’t take the tests will not be
allowed to register for math or English cours-

that AOL had an incredible
amount of control (read
"power") not only over my computer, but my life.
Even though the computer is
supposed to be for my whole
family (hah!), I consider it my
personal servant. Like many
people, I depend it to keep me
organized, updated and entertained.
The thought that an online
service has the power to manipulate my computer without my
consent is very disturbing. If it
has the power to write directly
to my hard drive and send a

countless times since that fateful day late in March.
John took every precaution
there was. He wore jeans, a
leather jacket, boots and a helmet. He also wasn’t the one
-who ran the stop sign.
’ But, in bitter retrospect,
had we put "He was careful" on
his tombstone, it would hardly
make a damn bit of difference
now.
John was barely 21 when he
died. He had a lust for life and
a touch of the daredevil in him.
Really,
what
21 -year -old
doesn’t?
It makes me ill that he fit the profile so
perfectly. Nine out of 10 motorcycle deaths
that year were males and 45 percent were
between the ages of 16 and 29.
Why does society find it so socially acceptable to send our sons, our brothers, our husbands, our friends out to near-certain
slaughter in the name of fun?
John would have had a much better
chance had he been driving an automobile,
and I would have had the pleasure of knowing a handsome 24-year-old who, I’m sure,
still would have a touch of the daredevil in
him.
John was just one of thousands who sacrificed his life in his pursuit of excitement
and from the perspective of those of us he left
behind, that just wasn’t a good enough reason.
Terri K. Milner is Managing Editor of the
Spartan Daily. Her column appears every
Wednesday.

Before all the hype surrounding the deaths
of two world-famous women, affirmative
action was the hot topic of conversation.
When affirmative
action was instituted
in 1971, women and
minorities were given
treat"preferential
ment" in hiring for
employment, education and contracting.
But since the UC
Board
of Regents
affirmative
ended
action policies for hiring INGRID PEREZ
and admitting students at all UC campuses
while the CSU is considering similar actions
women should beware.
The law was instituted to level the playing
field between men, women and minorities. In the
1970s most jobs were being filled by white men.
Although that idea doesn’t hold as much water
today, the field is anything but level.
Admittedly, women and minorities aren’t as
bad off as they once were, but there still isn’t
equality in the workforce and on college campuses. When it comes to school admissions, students
don’t want to be accepted solely based their gender or nationality. But, if’ the school’s student
population isn’t representative of the people who
apply, then there is something wrong.
The same is true in the workforce. Women
have moved forward, but why halt the process
when it was going so well?
Affirmative action, applied correctly, allows
women and minorities to be equally considered
for jobs. The law doesn’t say that unqualified
women and minorities should be hired, just that
they be considered equally. It is not the point of
affirmative action policies to hire incompetent
men and women.
SJSU isn’t immune to these affirmative action
issues. It could be that only two women are interested or qualified for the position of academic
dean but it’s doubtful. Out of nine academic
deans on campus, having two women in that
position isn’t sufficient.
Dean of Education Dolores Escobar said the
number of female academic deans hasn’t
changed in her 10 years at SJSU. Why is it that
the university is composed of 53.1 percent
females and only two women represent them in
the top levels of SJSU administration?
Hopefully affirmative action issues won’t continue to be on the back burner. They need to be
addressed so that those who consider it reverse
discrimination can see another point of view.
Maybe walking in a female or minority person’s
shoes would make anti -affirmative members
reconsider their opinions.
Ingrid Perez is a Spartan Daily Staff Writer.

Recycling needed to improve campus environs
state of recycling and other
The
environmental programs, while
decent in the city of San Jose, are
unacceptably poor on our campus.
Any person who wants to recycle
their can, bottle, newspaper or plastic
bottle would be hard-pressed to find a
recycling bin conveniently located anywhere around here. The only semi -obvious bins are in the Student Union.
Those bins don’t take paper and often
are difficult to distinguish from regular
trash bins. Something needs to be done
here if we truly care about our environment.
I’m not suggesting we organize sonic
major money-making corporation which
would design some long-term strategy
for combating recyclable waste, nor do I
think we need fancy recycling bills with
little arrows that light up saying, "Hey
throw that can here." There are already
people who dig through the garbage

Ittitos. Op.,,.,, Daily
One Washington !qua.
San Soma. CA ,51112-014,

here every single day looking for cans
you and I throw away. I’m not interested in preventing these people from making their money either. I’m interested in
saving this environment that we callously keep throwing away. Let’s save
the poor sonic dignity by placing our
recycling not in the trash, but in boxes
next to bins that are clearly labeled as
"recycle only."
This isn’t about saving the world by
recycling a single can. It is about getting
into something much greater than that
can in your hand. It’s about sliding into
your mind to make you think about taking a greater role in saving an environment that is crying out for help.
It isn’t about collecting cans and bot-

tles to buy more palm trees to make us
look more like Southern California. It is
about helping the poor save face so they
can take the cans from a bin and not
from the bottom of a full trash can.
Finally, it is not about making this
big public stink about recycling and how
it is lacking on this campus. Rather, it is
a grassroots movement to let the world,
our city and our families know that
when we set foot on this campus we are
not forgetting our obligation to the environment around us.
Monday morning I am putting boxes
outside the Student Union and near a
stairwell by the Seventh Street garage
clearly marked for recycling and for
those collecting the recyclable goods.
Where are you putting your box?
Roland Roth
Child Development
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Zanotto’s Market
serves up Italian
family traditions
By Mark Gomez
Staff Writer
When Dan Zanotto first
heard of the city of San Jose’s
interest in opening an "upscale
market" in the downtown area,
he immediately began making
phone calls to city officials.
Two years later, Zanotto’s
Family Markets has opened its
doors to the public at their 40 S.
Second St. location.
"I think we offer a well -needed commodity that wasn’t
Dan
downtown,"
offered
Zanotto said. "We’re filling the
need of a nice grocery store."
"The city wanted a certain
type of store, certain characteristics. We fit that picture,"
Conrad Zanotto said. Conrad is
Dan’s brother and one of about
30 family members working for
one of the four markets in one
facet or another.
Dan, the general manager of
all four Bay Area Zanotto
Markets, said that with the
San
Jose
help
of the
Redevelopment Agency and Jim
Fox, the owner of the building,
they were able to retrofit the
101 -year old building.
"The Redevelopment Agency
worked with Zanotto Family
Markets in giving us a loan to
come downtown," Dan said.
The downtown market first
opened on Aug. 25. Their other
locations are at Naglee Avenue
in San Jose, Scotts Valley and
Santa Cruz.
"We’ve had a really strong
lunch crowd," store manager
Cal Wong said. "I’m surprised
it’s been busy. I think it’s going
to be great. That should carry
over to our catering." Wong has
managed at each of the Zanotto
Family Markets at one time or
another, spending the last six
years at the Santa Cruz market.
Unlike their other locations,

Scott Sensabaugh grabs
some red snapper for a
customer at the new
Zanotto’s. The grocery
store opened at the end of
August, and is located
2nd Street in downtown
San Jose.
Rose Ann Kitt peers at
the large selection of
cheeses and salads in the
Deli Department of the
new Zanotto’s on 2nd
Street.
Photos by
Alias
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Peace Corps seeks recruits on campus
lilt

By Allison Wright
Staff Writer
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Correction: Information was inadvertently left out of the story "Smart
Date’ service aids in student safety’ in the Sept. 16 issue of the Spartan
Daily. "’Smart Date’ is located at wwwsmartdate.corn. All information is
encrypted on entry, and any information released to proper authorities
is retrieved by ’Smart Date’ from the server. Information is never sent
back out over the Internet,’ should also have been included in the story.
We apologize for the oversight.
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Promoting grassroots development in
countries around the world is a long ter
goal of the Peace Corps it. short -term goal
is to recruit member- IISan .11,e
University.
The Peace Corps, a volunteer aguncy.
will be on campus tinla and Hon
viding information for student-, alioot
irig and working in foreign countries
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mote world peace. This is facilitated ai
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skills with communities that do not havi
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solve specific problems.
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where the Zanotto’s own the
entire building, the downtown
market shares space with other
shops, creating a small problem
for the store’s eating areas.
Before Zanottos could set up its
dining areas, it had to meet certain ordinances the city of San
Jose had.
"We’re not set up for dining
yet," Wong said. "We had to special order tables --- they weigh
something like 500 pounds."
Wong added that the tables
needed to weigh enough so they
could not be moved from their
designated area.
Zanotto, the third oldest of 13
children, said that his family
has been in the grocery business since 1966, when his parents, Andrea and Rosa, owned a
Thrifty store on Hedding
Street. He also said that his
family had operated a restaurant/grocery-type store in Italy
before the family immigrated
to the United States. During
that trek, they spent eight
years in Venezuela.
"We like the San Jose area,"
Conrad said. "We’ve grown with
San Jose."
The downtown market offers
a coffee/espresso bar, organic
products, a fresh sushi bar and
deli.
San Jose State University
environmental studies major
Ada Marquez tried Zannoto’s
for the first time Thursday for
lunch.
"It is so much cheaper than
the cafeteria at school, and it’s
better," Marquez said. She said
that she will definitely go back
to the store.
The only other market in the
downtown area is Lucky’s,
located at Seventh and Santa
Clara streets. Judy Decker, a
spokesperson
for
Lucky’s,
declined to comment on any
effect Zanotto’s opening may
have on their store.
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Spartans score early, hold on for 4-2 win
By Anthony Pervz
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Spartans’ wed

Pacific

111«1 oft eight second -

half shots uri
got past goalie

but only two
Anwe itruax ii as

1-2
their home opener.
The Spartans scored first in
the game’s sixth minute as two
Tigers were flanking Spartan
forward Stacie Saviige just a
few yards in front of the goal. As
5.151
midfielder Jacqueline
Dstdiek sent a pass toward the
the Spartans escaped with a

win ID

goal.

Pacific

Dysart

detender

my

the ball in her nix n
goal
The next three goals were
assisted by Spartan midfielder
Anchalee konnaragt liii. x tin is
dentally put

a transfer from Pacific.
Savage controlled a rebound

Kunnaragt a
and

scored

in

initial
the

1:ith

minute to give the Spartans a 20 lead.
Kunnaragthai then sent a
corner kick to Ostdiek %% hi.
swept it over tuu forward Megan
Nelsnii Nelson handled t he
pass and ,q.tired on Pacific
goalie KIM McCaskey, giving
5.IS1’ a nalltifflable :1-11 lead
The Spartans’ final gnal was
scnred hy Savage, whn now
kads the team in goals with six
She headed the ball past
McCaskey after a direct tree
kick from Kunnaragthai ri the
17th minute to give the
Spartans a four -goal lead.
were rehixed coming in.Sarage

more. -

-The

came quick and we

hair

relaXed

goals

Pacific

The two teams traded

tried to contain Savage

and clear the hall nut hut acci-

from
shot

Robert Serna/ Spartan Daily
SJSU forward Colby Morgan (20) eyes a header by UOP defender
Jodie Vlasak (10) during the second half of their game Tuesday.
The Spartans scored the first four goals of the game and coasted to
a 4-2 victory over the Tigers

for
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next

rel

stints

minutes,

Ind

head

Coleman.

coach

"We just

came

Keith
back

from a tournament in Hawaii. 1

nothing went into either of the

know

goals

goals.The Spartans had been on
the road five straight games
since the season started. They
shutout the University of
Arizinia 2-0 last Friday but lost
UC-Irvine 1-0 Sunday. SJSU
will play in only one more nonconference
match
at
home,
Sept. 26 against Wyoming,
before starting league competition in the Western Athletic
Conference Oct. 10.
The Spartans are again traveling South where they have
had problems. They finished 0-2
against Southern California
teams after losing to UCLA and
UC-Iryine and are preparing to
face the Pepperdine Waves
Friday. SJSU stands a good
chance to break the streak
%% hen it faces the Waves, who
have lost lour straight and have
been outscored 11-4 itl their losing streak.
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Robert Serna/ Spartan Daily
Spartan forward Julie Brum shields a Tiger defender from the ball Tuesday at Spartan Stadium. The
Spartans increased their record to 3-3 in non -conference competition.

Bay Area’s apathy in NL West race calls for realignment
What if they gave a pennant fall.,
nobody came’
We’re finding nut right now. In

lital
San

Francisco, fans are staying away from

3

brains out more than iii Los Angeles and San Francisco Not anymore,loe. At kast not when it l’011111S 10 1)(1,4411111 A s N’t pu
Berra once observed, "If people don’t want to ennui tit I he ballpark,
nobody is going to stop Mein."
I’ve been to several Giants-Dodgers garnet:. Aside Irian ink It
Friday night in 1991, when the out -of-contention Giants helped
spoil L.A.’s pennant chances, the games have been &III as dishwater No noise, no energy, no cries of "Beat I. A. Beat L.A.’," and lots
of fans dressed as ertIpty seats.
What to do?
Aunt
Well, the lords of baseball have been talking all

in droves, even
though the Giants are enjoying their finest
season since 1993 and trail the first-place
Los Angeles Dodgers by only two games in
the National League West race.
Whatever is wrong’
The Giants currently (iv, ft Ole win -1 Kevin Hecteman
realigning the National and American Leagues. Anxx
attendance record in the Nat mind League
This season, they have averaged 19.439 at the gate. Meanwhile. five to 15 teams would switch leagues, and there’s a real possilidi
thy Dodger, have averaged 40, 569 in Chavez Ravine Who says ty that the Giants might end up grouped with a more natural mai
don’t care about their team’ They’ve got a good thing the Oakland A’s.
!Judger
Think about it. Before 1958, when the local teams were the San
going in La -La Land, arid they know it Meanwhile, the Giants play
Francisco Seals and the Oakland Oaks of the Pacific Coast League.
to a near-empty house
The tinots Dodgers rivalry is legendary It has its roots in the games between the two were a top draw. They were well-known kr
late 1800s. when the teams played in VW York and Brooklyn, their doubleheaders featuring a morning game in Otle city arid an
respectively. When the teams came west in 1958, the rivalry took afternoon game in the other.
on a Mink new chmensitm As baseball legend Joe Cronin mice
abnut Brooklyn and New York,
said, "Ynn con talk till pal
Mmneapidis and St Paul, Dallas and Flirt Worth. hut there are no
where the people xx MIL tO beat each other’s
two cities in the it tin

Sheets-to-the-Wind-Nrk

While I’m leery of seeing the two in the same division because I
want to see the maximum number of different teams in the Bay
Area, a real cross-hay rivalry ought to be established as a part of
the regular season It has happened before; it can happen again.
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Women’s AIDS cases rising ’JAMS’ brings jobs to students

CHICAGO (AP) The number of AIDS cases among
women is rising more quickly
than among men, and sex with
infected men has overtaken
drug use as the leading cause of
infection among women, federal
researchers say.
"Prevention efforts remain
critical," the researchers said,
particularly since those women
who are most at risk can be difficult to educate because of
poverty, substance abuse, alcoholism and other problems.
From 1991 through 1995, the
number of women diagnosed
with AIDS increased by 63 percent versus 12.8 percent for
men.
By the end of 1995, 67,400
women nationwide had been
diagnosed as having AIDS since
the epidemic began, with 11,500
of them being diagnosed in
1995.
However, the number of
AIDS cases among women is
still smaller than for men.
Infected women in 1995 represented just 19 percent of all
cases that year, said CDC epidemiologist Dr. Pascale M.
Wortley, chief researcher of the
study.
Throughout the 1980s and
early 1990s, the disease was
spread in women primarily
through sharing injection drug
needles. But by 1993, sex with
infected men had become the
main culprit and two years
later had risen to 52 percent of
the cases nationwide, up from
40 percent in 1991. In the

"So it’s critical to
reach young people before they
reach the age of
having sex and
injecting drugs."
Dr. Pascale M. Wortley
chief researcher
South, it was even worse 58
percent.
Among men, about 53 percent were infected through
homosexual contact in 1993,
with 25 percent from intravenous drug use. In 1991, 63
percent of the new cases for
men had come from homosexual
sex.
More up-to-date data to be
released later this week will
show the trend continuing,
according to the federal Centers
for Disease Control and
Prevention.
The trend toward infection
through sex is particularly evident for women under 25, who
are 2 112 times more likely to
have been infected through heterosexual contact than by
injecting drugs, Wortley said.
"So it’s critical to reach young
people before they reach the age
of having sex and injecting

drugs," she said. "The key is to
get them before they even
start."
The findings highlight the
continuing spread of the disease
despite the success of new
drugs in prolonging life, said
Daniel Zingale, executive director of AIDS Action, an advocacy
group.
"There has been a lot of
attention on the declining death
rate ... this is the rest of the
story," Zingale said.
The study also found evidence suggesting that many
adolescent women become
infected by older men and that
in cases of a large age gap the
women are less likely to insist
on using condoms.
Prevention programs need to
take this into account and not
assign adolescent women the
primary
responsibility for
adopting safe behavior, the
researchers said.
"Condoms cost 40 cents.
AIDS drugs cost $40 a day and
may or may not work," Zingale
said.
The rapid increase in AIDS
incidence in the South is partly
the result of concurrent epidemics of crack cocaine and
syphilis, Wortley said.
People who are addicted to
crack have more sex partners
because they frequently trade
sex for drugs. And syphilis is
accompanied by sores that facilitate the transmission of the
AIDS virus.

Parents sour over ’drug’ candy
SAN JOSE (AP) Vials of white powder and
bottles labeled "D.O.A." have raised the ire of
some parents who say the products really just
candy and soda might encourage drug use
among children.
The candy, called Crave, is packaged in surplus medical test tubes with names such as
Avalanche, White Lie and Cloud Nine. And
while the only high involved would be from
sugar, some in the community are incensed at
the packaging ploy, saying the candy looks like a
viiti of cocirkie,
Aatpaimir it, I was shocked,’ said Peggy
a 661-year-old grandmother who first
noticed the candy when her grandson Kenny, 11,
brought some home.
’I just couldn’t believe they’d be allowed to
sell something like this,’ Allred said.
Police say the candy could be mistaken for
drugs and that if police found it, the child could
be arrested until the substance is tested.
"If it looks to the officer like a controlled substance, then that’s enough for probable cause,"
said John Carillo, a spokesman for the San Jose

Police Department.
U.S. Food and Drug Administration officials
say they haven’t received any complaints and
added that if the products are properly labeled,
there would be little they could do.
Allred and Kenny’s mother, Vicki Woodward
of Simi Valley, launched a petition campaign to
rid the San Francisco Bay area and Southern
California stores of Crave and a line of sodas
with names like Brain Wash and D.O.A. Cola
sold by Skeleteens, a division of Eat Me Now
Foods.
’What kind of person would sell this junk?
Allred asked.
The answer Steve Corn, co-owner of the
cola and candy company.
"Hell, these parents are like sheep. They’re
nothing but uptight, narrow-minded, self-righteous, mentally constipated hypocrites, afraid to
have fun," Corn said.
Corti evidenced little sympathy for the concerns of parents.
"We don’t care," he said. "We did it ’cause we
wanted to do it."

Career Center
services go mobile
to in an effort to
raise awareness
By Doug Burkhardt
Staff Writer
Stressed students who feel
looking for work is a job in
itself may find solace in the
San Jose State University
Career Center’s new JAMS
program.
Today from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
on campus at the Seventh
Street plaza, the program is
expected to give students a
brief hands-on demonstration
of what the Career Center
offers SJSU students, alumni
and community members all
year long.
According to Assistant
Director June Lim, JAMS is
the most substantial addition
to the Career Center since the
creation of its own web page a
little over a year ago. Jobs
Mobile
through
Accessed
Services, or JAMS as it is
referred to by Center employees, is the center’s portable
attempt to reach more students than in past years.
"Our strategy is to get out
on campus and get visible and
raise awareness and excite students about our services," said
Education
Cooperative
Director Lina Melkonian.
Many students know about
the Career Center’s program,
but do not know its location or
cannot make time to visit.
"We know students are busy
and don’t often have time to
swing by," Lim said. "Basically
we are having an open house
for the Career Center to make
our free services more visible
to busy students who say they
are unaware of our programs."
Armed with balloons and a
sign which read "You knead
dough, we need you," center
employees sustained the mob
of students who visited the

fir_J

pages.
"All you need is your social
security number," Clark-Talley
said. "If you are registered with
the university then you are
registered with us."
People who don’t have a
computer can call the Job
Internship Bank hotline at
924-2562.
Students who visit the center can also find answers to
frequently asked questions:
"How do I find an internship?"
"Is someone available to look
at my resume?" and "What can
I do with my major?"
Lim said she hoped the
JAMS program would be a different way to introduce the
offerings of the Career Center
to the campus community as a
whole.
"It’s a quick preview. We
don’t know where students are
on the job spectrum, but we
can get students to think early
and give them a jump on their
career goals," said Lim, who
intends to grab students’
attention with computers, food,
brochures and "The Job Search
Guide," which is a magazine
Melkonian produced by the center.
Lina
There is a huge calendar of
Director
Education
Cooperative
events offered by the center for
students this semester that
will introduce them to a career
panel, job search workshops,
be overwhelmed.
"The programs are simple job fairs and other employment
and there is always someone opportunities.
Next week, however, the
here to help them," freshman
Heather Vincent said. "Maybe center hopes to do more than
students who walk by and merely showcase its "wares."
"Sept. 24 and 25 we will
don’t come in are not concerned with their future. It’s have actual employers present
always a good thing to find out with two exciting new pilot
what is available. You can programs," Lint said. "We have
never have too much informa- a mock interview and resume
critique which will be hosted
tion."
According to Chris Clark- by a number of employer repTalley, an assistant director, 90 resentatives."
Students seeking more
percent of the students who
use the Career Center’s ser- information can visit the
vices use the Job Internship Career Center, located near the
Bank. This program shows cur- corner 10th Street and Paseo
rent listings and key employer de San (7arlos in the Business
contacts. The directory can Classrooms or visit the web
www.careereenter.
take a user to any of the par- siteat
ticipating employers’ home sjsu.edu.

center’s mobile tent near the
Student Union Tuesday to
access the five computers.
"We had a really good day,"
Lim said. "We’re topped out
and tired but that is a good
sign. We reached so many students who had never come by
the center before."
With the computers, students can access the Career
Center’s web page, employment resources and articles,
job counseling programs,
recruiting services, as well as
actual employment listings.
According to the center
employees, students should not

"Our strategy is to
get out on campus
and get visible and
raise awareness
and excite
students about
our services."
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Psychological answers a call away
CHICAGO (AP) If you’ve
been feeling down, press 3. If
your friends tell you to stop
drinking, press 5.
Recorded,
coin; iterized
questions like these over the
telephone could be a quick and
easy way for family doctors to
detect common mental disorders that often go undetected,
researchers reported in a study
published Wednesday.
In some cases, people were
found to be more candid with
the computer than they were
with a human.
Kenneth A. Kobak, a psychologist with the nonprofit Dean

Foundation
for
Health,
Research and Education in
Middleton, Wis., led the study,
published in The Journal of the
American Medical Association.
The researchers recruited
200 people and gave them the
computer call -in test as well as
a standard psychological interview conducted over the telephone by a mental health professional.
Drinking problems were
twice as likely to be revealed to
the computer, and obsessive compulsive disorders were
three times more likely to be
revealed.

The researchers used their
own computer version of a standard psychological test produced by Pfizer Inc., which
helped pay for the study.
Computer-telephone interviews could be done at any tinie
through a central 800 number.
Kobak said. Patients could call
at their convenience, or the test
could be given as part of a visit
to the doctor, he said.
In an accompanying editorial, Dr. Richard M. Glass, deputy
editor of the journal, said computer-telephone
interviews
could be a promising approach
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Sparta Guide
TODAY
Nutrition consultation
The Snide:it Health Center I .0t, ring nabvolual nutrition con-iiltat ion in \Neigh! loss or
gain. -Torts not nt ion or egetarianisni ;it Ito
doirgo to :t odoot, For appointments call 921
Student art sl
’I’he
dent gallerYs at
throng!’
industrial St111111’.,
tion. call ittemlati

t .iiid Design is holding stuins from 10 ;I
to I p.m.
IltIiT.ill. Ti the Art ;ind
1)11111111W For more iiiffirina
it 91’1 1030

Student interns to Caret
Student Intein, to the l’re-adent %all he hav
mg a "Study 11re.ik with Cater’ from 1 to p ito
Dctober S in To\N.et 11,111 NonniII)) For flare
intitrination. call .lasen or Yolanda ;it 9’1 2981
Le (7erele Francais
is Hiving a conversationIA. Cerch. 1’ ran
hv Nlactliiar rut’
al meeting at 1 p III :It
Hall For more inform:it ion. call Professor de
Salvo ;it the Foreign Language I tepart went
Phi Alpha Theta meeting
Mu Alpha Theta. history cluk is having the
first weekly meeting. ;it 2 :if) p to. in Moorhead
Hall. For more informal IT eal l Paid lioistiert
at 371 0915
Sociology ineeting
l’he Sociology Chili i--i ItAviiig it meeting iit
2:15 p ii a Dudley Moorhead 11;01 Room 359
F’or more information. call %VIII \Veils ot :138
6260
Nation of Islam meeting
Asso, ninon is
The Nation it Islam
having its first mooting of the ,,onosior with
.N11111 Alidnininiad :0 7 p m in
speaker Dr \
the Afriean American Cnitimunity Center at
30-1 N 6th St For niore information, roll
Freddie Nliilioniniad :it 510 330 5369
1)o the Hustle
"IlieS.151. Ballroom Hance Chili is having the
third woekly niovting with beginning hustle
lessons ;it S pITt III Spartan CO1111/11.X Room 89
For more informat ion, call 924 Sl’IN
Asian American Christian Fellowship
The Asian Amyl-icon Christian Fellowship is
a discussion ;it 7 :10 p Iii in the Student
Colon Guadelupp Room For discussion topic,
please call David Nlivako ;it 265 7112
-tittloqii,.1;11111tv
110.0...111,drr,
!...1,1r1,1 I 11111r,
tint.Insitini, do, It ton, Int in. Ill tis.111:thin Ill tin
111111,1P

Daily Mass
The Catholic Campus Ministry is having
Daily Mass from 12:05 to 12:30 p.m. at the John
XXIII Center, across the street from the SJSU
Theater. For more information, call Ginny at
938 1610.
Lambda Sigma Gamma
Lambda Sigma Gamma, a multicultural
sorority. is having an information meeting at
6:30 uiii. in the Constanoan Room of the
Student Union. F’or noire information, call
Isabel Olazcoaga at 278-1838.
Free dinner and discussion
The Episcopal Canterbury Community is
having a free dinner and Bible discussion from
5 30 to 7 p.m. in the Student. Union Mont alvo
Room For discussion topic, call Anna at 2932101

TOMORROW
(’HE meeting
ClIE is having the first meeting of the
semester at 5,30 p.m. in Duncan flail Room
2.19 For more infOrmat ion, call Rey at 271
96-1-1
First Graduation meeting
The Child Development Club is having the
first grad wit ion meeting of the semester at 4:30
Hall Room 100. For more inforp 111
mat ion, call Dawn Holt at 924-3728.
"Night Life"
The Campus Crusade for Christ is having a
"Night Life" meeting at 8 p.m. in the Student
mm Cost ;ionoan Room. For more information,
call Kristin Anderson at 279-5549.
Open house
Chi Pi Sigma, a co-ed Law Enforcement
Fraternity 1, having an open house all week
from 10 a in to 5 p.m. at 230 S. 10th St. For
mote information, call Carmen at 998-8433.

Darrel Servi, a,j
ATLANTA Al’’
part timers never returned to work ;ifier
last inootli’, strike that it is hiring workers
1., do
iti,tead of laving them itO iS
tstittiati.d mmtday that It lit...? .1 pet cent
to It percent of its ti 1.111455 bet ;lose of !II,. IT, (lay
walkmuiit hy the Teamster, The I oriipany had
varned during thi --irike that 511011 a drop would
force 13.000 to 17.000 lavifs
However. I ’I’S
15,000 part timers never
cameIiiu k That’s
percent of what had
been 1 total worklor,e of 302.000
Since the strike ended. I ’I’S said, it has picked
op an average of 11 5 million to 12 million package, a do,. That’s down from 12 5 million to 12.7
million packages a day lost September,

McClory, who works with the
students who fail the tests, said
many students only take three
years of high school math, then
take no math their senior year
When they take the test, they
haven’t done math in over a
year. Some students haven’t
taken classes in even longer
because the majority of SJSU
students are not students
straight out of high school.
Another problem, McClory
said, is that the classes in high
calculators.
school
allow
Calculators are not allowed in
the entry level math test.
McClory said the math
department will make several
changes to help students who
fail the math test. They will be
integrating the beginning and
intermediate math classes,
offering self-paced courses and

Continued from page 1
Nolte, this tour is said to be
focusing on his novel only.
Jodie Riehl a business management major said, "My
English professor has been talking about it. I guess there are
going to be a lot of people there.
"I think it’s great for the film
department to have someone of
his stature here."
Ellie Deagan, Stone’s agent,

Continued from page 1

Continued from page 3

hnlorn
th,

spokesman Norman Black said.
"The one thing the strike did was undermine
the confidence these businesses had," Black said.
"They are back to shipping a lot of volume. But at
the same time they are saying: ’I can’t take a
chance I need to diversify my shipping.
Meanwhile, Teamsters spokesman Rand
Wilson in Washington said that hundreds of
employees have reported being harassed and
excessively disciplined for minor infractions
}ivy liotiorPd I he picket line.
Black responded that (IPS’ labor relations
board is reviewing the conduct of 40 to 50
employees accused of strike violence.
"These are instances were people were assault
ed, shot at or stabbed with an ice pick," he said.

said SJSU is one of only 20
stops at universities across the
nation. This will be his only Bay
Area stop scheduled for some
time.
"We chose San Jose because
the focus will be on his novel,
and the SJSU ’Famous Author’
series very prestigious," Deagan
said.
Barry Gifford is also on tap
for an appearance in "Writers in
Film" here at SJSU. Gifford is

the screen writer of the cult
classics "Lost Highway" and
"Wild at Heart". He is set to
appear on Nov. 20 or 21, according to Soldofsky.
Admission is $5 for students
faculty and staff and $10 for
general attendance. The tickets
can be bought at the SJSU
Event Center Box Office, SJSU
Bookstore, Camera Cinemas in
San Jose and South Bay Barnes
& Noble Booksellers.

Budget: No fee increase

Listening Hour
The Listening Hour will feature a Clarinet
and Piano Recital from 12:30 to 1:15 in the
Music Building Concert flail. For more information. call 921 .1631.
c., Oaf,
tleddline Inc entrn
tint lir
Hint,

math problem for another two
years," he said.
High school English departments are just starting to
improve their programs, said
Setterlund.
"About 10 years ago, the
school threw out their grammar
books in place of literature
books," he said. "It was hoped
that students would pick up the
mechanics of grammar from
reading literature. Since there
is not a guideline for teaching
grammar, at the end of the fouryear process we weren’t able to
get all the mechanics in."
Now the high school English
classes are beginning to concentrate on grammar again.
"We need to have some kind
approach,
coordinated
of
because the English test is very
mechanics,"
on
focused
Setterlund said. "We have a lot
of holes to tighten up."

Stone: Director on tour

Meteorology meeting
I lepartment of Meteorology is havThe
ing I tr Saffet Tanrikulu of the California Air
Ibiard speak about the 1990 Ozone
Episode in the San Joatinin Valley of California
from 110011 to 115 p.m. in Duncan Hall Room
615

tall

starting a mathematics learning center similar to the
Language Development Center.
With the failure rate of freshmen in the 70th and 80th percentile, many instructors are
looking to the high schools for
an explanation.
Bob Setterlund, vice principle of curriculum at Leland
High School in San Jose,
believes the students are prepared, at least in math.
"Overall, I think our students
are well prepared. We place students in Stanford, Berkeley, all
over the place, and they do very
well," Setterlund said.
Setterlund also feels the reason the freshmen may be failing
is that the school district
requires not three years, but
only two years of college prepatory math. "If you drop out of
math courses after two years,
you essentially don’t touch a

Continued from page I

ed. With student financial aid
packages already set for the
lesser amount, students would
have to come up with the balance themselves, he said.
"We were effective in restoring the money to prevent the
increase," Henderson said. "We
made our case and we were one

UPS strike ended, workers never returned
:411 111111y

Students: Who’s to blame?

of the few cases where funding
didn’t get cut."
Financial aid allocations
remained the same because of
the buyout. Assistant Director
of Student Financial Aid
Colleen Brown said she is not
aware of any decrease in fi iancial aid for SJSU students.
Leslie Adler, an SJSU financial aid adviser, said the 900 out

of 1,600 Cal Grants have
already been awarded.
According to Henderson,
there has been a 124 percent
CSU fee increase since 1990.
Students pay $1,584 for CSU
tuition compared to $708 in
1990. Implementing a raise this
year would have resulted in a
$158 increase in student fees.

Peace: Volunteers worldwide
"Joining the Peace Corps is a
great opportunity to build up a
person’s resume because you
have two years of international
travel. You gain skills such as
critical thinking and cultural
awareness which is something
employers are looking for in
future employees," Thoren said.
There are over 40 jobs available to volunteers who have
bachelor’s degrees. Thoren said
jobs include teaching English,
business development, environmental awareness, health nutrition, basic agriculture and
AIDS education.
Maryann Murray, the direc-

tor of the Peace Corps Regional
Office said joining the Peace
Corps gives people a chance to
heighten their emotional and
physical strength.
"By the time they come back
from the Peace Corps," Murray
said, "they have new confidence
in their skills because they now
know how to take initiative in
problem solving. They have new
creativity for doing job tasks
and respect for themselves for
helping mankind."
Today there are 6,500 Peace
Corps volunteers serving 87
countries. Murray said most are
in Africa, Latin America,
Eastern Europe and the former
Soviet Union.

Peace Corps recruiters will
be on campus today from noon
to 1 p.m. in the International
Center located at 360 S. 11th
Street. On Thursday the time
and location will change to 7:30
to 9 p.m. in the Guadalupe
Room of the Student Union. On
both days, an information table
will be set up outside the
Student Union from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m.

Ovens recalled; potential electric shock
\vAsilINGT(IN
Alimit
3,000 Teba brand iiuitlTilhirlu’tmluTl
OV4.(1- ;ire heing recalled bceallSf.
of potent nil elect ric shock lia/ard,
t he manufact urer and the
Safety
l’roduct
l’onsiitner
t’orninission urililtl cited Toe,:day

The heating elements in the
ovens (:iii accumulate moisture
and cause electrical current to
leak. the consumer agency said.
The company has not received
any injury reports
The recall applies only to

hakes, is white with tlat brand
name on the front.
The $150 unit was sold in
stores, home supply centers, and
on QVC, a home shopping television show. Costumers can receive
a refund or replacement by call -
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BELIEVE IT OR NOT, THIS GUY
IS IN CLASS.
Excitement and adventure is the course description,
and Army ROTC is the name. It’s the one college
elective that builds your sell-confidence, develops
your leadership poiennai and helps you take on the
challenges of command
There’, no obligation until your junior year, so
there’s II0 reanon not to try It out right now.
Register for MILS IA
"Introduction to Army ROTC"
Section N20071
Thursday 0600 -0900
or call (406) 354-4751 today!

ARMY RUM
TIE SMARTEST COLLEGE COOUE TOO CAI TAXI
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UNDISSOLVED MYSTERIES

Seamen Al

THUS WE CAN AGREE
TO THE PREMISE
THINK, THEREFORE
I AM.

by ALLENBY

Reality Check by Dave Whamond

AN NATCHERLV
IT FOLLERS 111AT
THAT’S AU. WIT

I YAM!
ARFI IMF I Altar

Mixed Media by Jack Ohman

Hidden influences:
Popeye and Descartes come to an understanding.

LASSIFIED
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no dim for products at
Anton advertised bibs nor Is
them any ersrarelse btls The
clarified column of the Spartan
Daly maid of paid strestiang
And awing, are not approved or
NANA by the newspaper.

EMPLOYMENT
WANTED Jack (or A) Ot Al Trades
to support teaching staff at Good
Sam Hospital Child Care Center:
supplies, snack prep, minor
repairs laundry. FT aPT. $7.50 hr.
ECE Subs also needed. $8.00$9.60 hr. Call: 5512453.
TUTOR NEEDED for 2nd to 6th
graders in Math, English, Science.
Experienced & firm with kids.
Some credential preferred. 515/hr,
2 hours daily. 408437-9417.
RETAIL SALES, Friendly, FT & PT
Openings, Educational Materials.
Apply at LEARNING RAINBOW,
2839 Meridian Ave.. Si. or Fax
resume to: 265-7627.
CHILDCARE - PT WEEKDAYS,
3:30-8:30pm. Swim & Tennis
Club. Joyce 408/358-1967.
RECREATION LEADER - P/T,
after-school recreation programs
ni S area. M-F, 10-15 hrs./wk.
during the school year. $9.80 hr.
starting. Pick up applications
9/12 . 9/30 at City Hall, 801
N. 1st St. Rm. 207. Testing
10/7 Of 10/8. Great leadership,
programming & problem solving
skills preferred.
SOCIAL SERVICE Great Job flex
hours. Teach disabled adults
independent living skills. $7.00$7.25, benefits w/FT positions.
Call 866.5001.
CHRIROEIRACSIO ASSISTANT,
MASSAGE THERAPIST needed,
PT/FT. Front and Back Office.
Bilingual/Spanish. 408/294,7692
VIET/ENGL SPEAKER NEEDED
Translations, general office work.
Law Office 4 blocks from SJSU.
Call 9953226 or Fax 995-3230.
TEACHER F.T. AIDE P.T.
ECE units. Student hours available.
Montessori Preschool. Resume to:
Aurora CDC, 995 Apricot Ave.,
Campbell, CA 95008.
LC. PERKY- EASTRIDGE
We are looking for sales people
for various departments. We offer
benefits, flexible schedules, and
great discounts. Eastridge Mall is
only 15 minutes away from
campus. Stop by and apply at
2230 Tully Road. 238.0300.
TEACHER INSTRUCTOR
P/T- Elementary Schools.
Degree or Owlent al NOT Required.
Opportunity fa Teechrg Experience.
Need Car.
Voce Mat (40E0 2137-4170 at 408
EOE/AAE
UFEGUARDS/AVAI INSTRUCTORS
Palo Alto YMCA Indoor Pool
Salary DOE -v Certifications
Training is available
Must be able to work weekends.
Contact Josh at 650/856-9622.
WAITPERSON NEEDED
Evenings & Weekends.
Salary + Tips. Apply in person.
BRITANNIA ARMS
5027 Almaden Exp. San Jose.

INSIDE SALES
REPRESENTATIVES
SAN JOSE AREA
Mon-Fri 8:00am-4:30prn
Founded in 1925, George S.
May International is a leading
management consulting firm. Our
business is booming, and we need
motivated team -players to help
schedule appointments with small
to medium sized companies
throughout the Western US.
We’ll provide you with
fully paid training, competitive
compensation ($7.00 per hour +
commissions, with an earnings
potential of 530K+!), a complete
benefits package, flexible work
schedule, & a fun team oriented
work environment. This is a
perfect opportunity for anyone
considering a change from the
retail or restaurant grind No
nights & weekends!). Anyone who
likes people is encouraged to
apply!
To arrange an interview.
please call Steven Sanchez at
(800) 955-0200 ext. 220. or
send/fax resume to: GSM. 991
W. Heddirg St. San Jose. CA 45126.
Fax: (408)244-6415. EOE/AA.
GEORGE S. MAY
INTERNATIONAL CO.

PHONE: 924-3277

BEHAVIORAL THERAPIST to work ABS AVAILABLE! Temp. FT/PT
6-9 hours weekly in Los Gatos
Work as receptionist,
based behavioral intervention
Admin. Assist, Ship/Rec.
program. Background in Special
South Bay locations.
Ed, Psychology, Speech, or 0.1.
Flexible. Pay starts $9 & up.
desired. Experience preferred. Certified Personnel. 749.1570.
510:00 to 515:00 per hour. Call
NANNY/CHILD CARE for 15 Kevin 1-415-827-9310 or Shari INSURANCE CO LOOKING for help
month old girl. 1015 firs/week in 408-2942712.
with filing, mailing & copying. Flex
hours, 5-7 hrs/week. $9/hr.
our Sunnyvale home. $7-$10/hr
depending on experience. Loving, VALET PARKING- P/T nights & Contact Kelly @408.451-2121,
dependable and non-smoking. weekends for special events in
Call Jennifer at 408,737-2352.
Los Gatos and Saratoga area.
OVUM DONORS NEEDED
Polite, well groomed & professional
Women ages 21-29, healthy,
responsible, all nationalities.
ACCOUNTING Cupertino CPA attitude only. 19 years+, 86-58
firm. Call 408-343-1033 x122 or per hour + tips. Call Mike at
Give the gift of life!
FAX resume to 408-3411038.
1-800-8253871.
$3,000 stipend & expenses paid.
Bonus for Chnese &Jaarese Poem.
LOCAL FIRM SEEKS ENGINEERING TEACHERS high quality, licensed
PLEASE CALL WWFC
student part-time to assist with drop-in childcare centers for 2-12
800-314-9996
various prorects. Must be computer year olds.
Flex PT/FT positions
!aerate. $8/hr. Call 282.1500.
CASHIERS NEEDED TO WORK at
Days, Eve, Weekends
remodeled 435 & Sala C1aa Cream.
Min 6 ECE required
NI shifts available. Full Or part time
CERTIFIED UFEGUARDS & SWIM
Instructors. Flexible days/hours. Team environment
open. Please call 2953964 or apply
Southwest YMCA. Contact Pat Benefits available
ri person. Ask for Ofelia.
408 370.1877 ext. 16.
Call Corp Office 260.7929.
BICYCLE MESSENGER
Part-time, Flexible Hours.
Great for Students!
Serving Downtown SanJose.
Inner City Express.
22W. Saint John St. San Jose.

COME TO WHERE THE BREAD is
baked! Le Boulanger, family owned
bakery/cafe seeks friendly,
outgoing individuals to join our
team as Bussers. Sales Clerks,
Supervisors. and Assistant Managers 55-512 hourly, no experiLOCAL ENGINEERING FIRM seeks ence necessary. 18 locations
part-time AUTOCAD DRAFTER with including Downtown San Jose.
experience in version 12. Flex Apply at any location or 305 N.
Mathilda, Sunnyvale, 94086, Call:
schedule. 282-1500 for info.
438-7749000 orFac 408-523961(1
ISOTEL DENIZA VALET PARKERS
Rex haus Eve, Deg. Net INeeirends SOUTH VALLEY YMCA Childcare
now hiring for part-time
Hourly plus tips. Call 286-1000
ext 7034.
positions in South San Jose
Schools. Call for application.
SPANISH IA MOIR NEEDED
408.226-9622.
On campus, 2 hrs/wk.
Cali Denise 297-7393.
SECURITY ACUFACTS, INC.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
NEED A JOB OR FINANCIAL AID?
Great for Students.
Willing to work part-time, fullF/T or PIT. All shifts.
Top Pay with Many Benefits!
time or flexible hours according
to your schedule, plus make great Cal or amain person. Mon-Sun 7.7
money? For work experience. 408086-5880.555 DMerdrn
great money, plus some fun. Between San Cats arid Ptatiznocr,
don’t wait, call now: Kristi
band the Cad at Party Store, St.
995.5905,
WANTED: CARING, people oriented
S15/1IR. PIZZA A GOGO is Person with the ability to encourage
now hiring drivers. Part-time, and support person with develop.
flexible hours. Apply in person. mental disabilities. Must be fun.
117 E. San Carlos St.
creative and enthusiastic. P/T &
F/T, benefits, flexible schedule.
Opportunity to give back to your
MAKE EXTRA $A
community while being paid.
Flla Clerk
Fax resume 248.1221 or call
(Mornings,
Mon.- Fri.)
248-4464.
20-25 Hrs./Week
P/T TUTORS/INTERNS NEEDED
Enterprise Rent-A-Car seeks a
to prepare Santa Clara County
detail oriented and dependable
middle/high school students for
individual for our regional
college. Teach (AVID) AcNancement
office in San Jose.
Responsibilities include filing
Via Individual Determination
faxing and covenng for the
methods; daytime. 4-16 hrs/wk;
$6.58/hr. Attend Recruitment Fair
receptionist. Excellent phone
on 9/30/97. 4.7pm at Santa
etiquette rewired. Filing
Clara County Office of Education.
experience preferred.
Competitive salary. Fax resume to 1290 Ridder Park Drive, San
408.467-1331 or cat 406-467-1302. Jose. Phone 45 3-66 58 for map
EOE M/F/D/V
DIRECTORS, TEACHERS & AIDES
AIDE FOR PARALYZED 37 yr-old Thinking about a career working
in his pleasant Palo Alto cottage. with elementary age children? The
Sat. 11pm-7am. Some time to YMCA of Santa Clara Valley is
now hiring for school -age child
study. $10/hr. 1-6505681225.
care centers n San Jose, Cupertino,
COACH: Looking for Flag Football Santa Clara, Los Gatos & Milpitas.
Coach with good communication Full 8, part-time positions available.
skills & sports background. Need- hours flexible around school. Fun
ed for fall season to help grades staff teams. great experience
5th 8th. Mon. Thur. practices in working with elementary age
from 3:15pm to about 4:30pm children, career advancement and
good training opportunities.
Can Liz Galvan, Ath. Dr. 945 9090.
Teachers require minimum 6 units
RECEPTIONIST, phones, light in ECE, Recreation, Psychology.
clerical work. Ten mrn. from SJSU. Sociology and/cr Physical Educaton.
Mondays & Wednesdays: 9am. Please call Mary Hoshiko at 4085:30pm., Fridays: 9am 2pm. Call 291 8894 for more information
and locations.
Heather @ 995-6425.

EL. MONTESSORI SCH. needs
Daycare Assistant 2:30-6:30.
Age: 6.12 yr olds. Call 255-3770.
DRIVING INSTRUCTOR FT/PT
Flex hrs. Will train. Must be 21.
Have clean DMV. Great Job, Call
363-4182
SPEEDSTERS CAFE
P/T Salad / Sandwich servers
gam-2pm, Mon. -Fn. Energetic &
Friendly. Apply at 86 South First
San Fernando.
ATTN: STUDENTS)
CLUCK U CHICKEN
Now hiring for school year.
Flexible hours- 10-200 week.
Call 241 -Cluck.
BARRY SWENSON BUILDER
is looking for a responsible,
enthusiastic property derwropment
intern with strong clerical and
communication skills. 12:30.5:30
daily. Reliable car required.
Far resume to 998-1737 or
call 287.0246.
SECURITY
Full and Pan Time Posrlons
Graves, Swings and Weekends
LAII key job saes
WV tram
Abcorn Private Security
401144741127
011600 WEEKLY potential meal
dictiers. No Earaterne Req. Pee
ailormattinpaclaL OA 4107838272
BARTENDER TRAINEES NAMED
Earn to 525.00/hr salary + tips.
Students needed a, the immediate
ate. RAI-time/partaime openings.
Call today 1-415-968-9933.
International Bartenders School,

DAYCARE TEACHERS. K-8 school
seeks responsible individuals for
extended daycare. P/T in the
afternoon. No ECE units are
required. Previous experience with
children preferred. Please contact
Cathy at 244-1968 x16.
FOOD SERVICE/ESPRESSO BAR
FT & PT positions available in
busy whole foods restaurant. All
shifts avail, flex hrs. 57.50-58.03
Per hr. to start. 733-9446. ask for
Julia or Victor. Must be 18+ yrs.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN I
Only $57.00 per year.
Save 30% - 60%
on your dental needs.
For info call 1-800-655-3225.

OPPORTUNITIES

TUTORING

WORDPROCESSING

INHOME COMPUTER TUTORING
Upgrade, Consulting. Install, DOS,
Windows, Win 95, Win NT, Office,
Word. Internet. Netscape, Int Exp.
Game on our Computers or Surf
the Web @ "A PLACE TO PLAY" at
832 Malone in Willow Glen. Open
9am-9pm. 7 days a week. Call
Roy 2923167, Pager 538-5071.

EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science & English papers/theses
Our specialty. Laser printing.
APA, Turabian and other formats.
Resumes, editing, graphics
and other services available on
either WordPerfect or Word.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
Cal Paul or Virginia 408.251-044.9.

FOR RENT
2 BORA APARTMENT $900/MO.
Security type building
Secure Parking
Close In
Modern Building
Laundry Room
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
(408) 295-6893.

SHARED HOUSING
NICE, CLEAN ROOM. New carpet.
New bathroom. On-sae laundry.
No cooking facilities. Non-smoker.
$385/mo. + $250 deposit. All
utilities paid. 507 N. 3rd St. Tel.
286-8178.

AUTOS FOR SALE
85 CHEVY $10 BLAZER 4X4.
White. Automatic. Pwr. win/locks.
$2500./o.b.o. Call 227-1145.

FOR NATIONAL / AGENCY RATES CALL

408-924-3277

LIJULILICCILICEJLILIULIULILIUULICIULICIULLILILILI
JLEILIJLIDLILLILICILILUJULILIJULILIJOILILICILILI
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Pomo
Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

Arta the NM day, rate increases by it per day.
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no evira charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each

Five Adams
Din"
513 ay sw.
$14
Phone
516
516
Send check or money order to:
Spartan Daily Classifieds
Son Jcee State University
San Jose. CA 95192-0149

SEMESTER RATES
3-9 lines: $70
10-14 lines: $90
15-19 lines: $110

Classified desk is located in Dwight Bente’ Hall, Room 209
Deadline: 10.00 a m two weekdays before publication
Al ads are prepsd IB No refunds on cancelled ads
Halm for consecutive publications dates only
QUESTIONS? CALL (401)924-3277

Please check
one classification:
Campus Clubs’
%Nal Housing
Greek Massages’ Shored Housing’
Events
Real EON
Announcements’ _Samosa’
Losi Ern Found"
NsaltvBesuly
Volunteers’
Sports/Twee
For Sale’
Immo,
Autos For Soref
EntanarrnanE
Computers Etc
Travel
%Yonne
Tutoring’
Employmeiri
Word Avowing
Opportunities
Schidaishp

Special student rates available for these classifications. $15.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person
in DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
**Lost & Found

ads are offered

free, 3

924-3282

CAMPUS CLUBS

Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.

Ad Rates: 3 -line Minimum
Two
One
Three
Day
Days
Days
3 knes
$6
$7
$S
4 lines
A
$IO
$S
5 lines
Si
$I 1
6 lines
SS
$10
$12
$1 for each additional line.

FA X :

SKI WHISTLER Canada 11499.
January 11th 16th. SJSU Ski &
Snowboard Club. Includes Eight,
bus, 4 day lift ticket, 5 night stay in
full kitchen condos in WHISTLER
Village. & unlimited fun. For your
E.Ticket call Mark 408/292-0955
or ufs12282@emaitsjsu.edu

OWN A COMPUTER?
Then put it to work!
45400. le BLACK AEROSTAR VAN
5850-53500+ PT/FT
A/C pwr win/locks, Eddie Bauer.
Free Details.
CITIUNK PAGING & CELLULAR ywav.hbn.com. access code 5047 Student Discount. 924-8134.
seeks full/part time sales
person, data entry. customer EXCELLENT PAY Processing Mail! 1990 SILVER BLUE GEO STORM
service 8. electronic technicians.
$4500. Runs great, 5 spd, 104K,
$1 per envelope stuffed!
Call 408-453.7243 or
Details 24 hrs. 1-407-245-7393 30 MPG. VERY CLEAN in & out.
Fax resume 408-441-9988.
AC, PB, PS, Air Bag AM/FM Cass.
KezinaDetbse 510-4757538 Ramat
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
HEALTH & BEAUTY
is hiring FT & PT teachers and
RELIABLE TRANSPORTATION
aides for their school age day
MEN & WOMEN
’86 Eaorft. 5 sPeed, re* ties. braes
care programs in the San Jose PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL. Service record. 51250. 2987112_
area. AM and PM hours available. Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
Get great experience working or using chemicals. Let us permawith children! Units in Psych, Soc. nently remove your unwanted hair,
COMPUTERS ETC,
ECE, Rec Or ED required. Call Back . Chest - Lip- Bikini . Chin 408.3743200 ext 21.
Tummy etc. Students & faculty
FOR SALE
receive 15% discount. First appt.
TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We 1/2 price it made before 12/31/97. PACKARD BELL PC vermin S199
sell discount subcoptions to Bay Hair Today Gone TOrnOrT0w. 621 E. CPU:Intel 4865X-20 MHz RAM:8MB
Area newspapers. Auto dialers. Campbell Ave. #17, Campbell. ho drive Seagate 130MB 14:"SVGA
Flexible hrs, 9am-9pm. Downtown
(4011) 379-3500.
Wrcicres 31 nstaled. Cat 226.7315.
near ligitrail . 4 blocks from SJSU.
Hourly $$ plus bonus. Media
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
Promotions 4940200.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
REAL ESTATE
Specialist. Confidential.
EARN EXTRA CASH S
Your own probe or disposable.
FOR SALE
up to $600/month!
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
Become a Sperm Donor.
RESTORED VICTORIAN
247-7486.
Healthy males, 19-40 years old.
PROFESSORS. STUDENTS Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty LOSE UP TO 30 US IN 30 DAYS
Live only 1 block from campus
Contact California Cryobank
& accumulate real equity, not
100% Natural. 100% Guaranteed.
1-65 0-324.1900, M -F, 8-4:30. Hear what a Doctor has to say! Free just rent receipts. Easy financing
Samples! Call 800-436-5617.24 ly.
available on this 2 story home
TEACHERS/AIDES/LEADERS
with 4 barns. 2 full baths, parlour,
nem. school -age recreation
large dining room, remodeled
program, P/T from 2-6pm. M- F
kitchen, finished basement,
ThISTRUCTION
during the school year. Some P/T
lots of parking. Call Mike Gordon.
morning positions available from PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
Broker 1-510-426.8200
approx. 7am11am. F/T during accepting students who wish 10
summer camp. Xlnt salary. no excel in playing guitar or bass. All
ECE req. Los Gatos -Saratoga levels welcome: Beginning.
INSURANCE
Recreation. Call Janet at 354-8700 Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
x223. (Not available school year? any style: Jazz. Blues. Rock.
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus insurance Service
Call for summer employment: Fusion, Funk. Reggae, or Folk.
lifeguards & camp leaders
Call Bill at 408-298-6124.
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
POLONSKY PIANO SCHOOL
"Great Rates for Good DrNesACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE CLERK
Le Boulanger, a family owned 30 Years Teaching Experience ’Good Rates for Norm-Good Drivers’
bakery/cafe is looking for an Accts. Dr. Viktor and Anna Polonsky
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
Rec. clerk to assist with dayto-day Russian Trained Concert Pianists "Good Student" -Family Murtroar"
Professors of Piano
CALL TODAY 296.5270
transactions, monthly closing, billing
and interacting with delinquent National Teachers Guild Assn.
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
customers. Spread sheet literacy National Suzuki Assn.
Individual Piano Lessons
NO OBLIGATION
8, Accounting experience is preferred.
Also open Saturdays 9-2
58-512/hour. apply at 305 N.
Starting 1120/hr.
Mathilda, Sunnyvale. CA 94086. Call 408.241-6662 in Santa Clara
Fax: (408)5239810.
for you FIRST FREE lesson-Interwar.

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES
Print your ad here.

UFS, Inc
INWorrfrA) 9-3 0 1997

lines for 3 days. as a service to the campus community.

*AFFORDABLE& EXPERIENCED*
TUTORIAL CENTER
Math: Agebra Geometry
Graduate Studies, Thesis. Term
Papers, Nursing, Group Projects.
Statistics -Trig Calculus
Physics: Mechanics- Electric
Assures Al Formats, Specializing
in APA. Spelling/Grammar/
Computer. Wrdows
Basic -C
Punctuation/ Editing. 24+ yrs Ezo.
English: ESL TOEFL
WP 5.1/PL. PAM’S
Spanish: Hablar - Leer Escribir
Call: Mike 408.298.7576
PRGEF_SS1CNAL NORD PROCESSING.
247-2681, 8arn-8pm.
Email: mvera18288@aol.com

SERVICES
WRMNG HELP. Fast professional
editing, rewriting, ghostwriting.
Essays, letters, application
statements, proposals, reports,
etc. For more info, please call
Dave Bolick at 510-601-9554.
VISA/MasterCard. FAX. E-Mall
WRITING ASSISTANCE most
subject. Why suffer and get poor
grades when help is available?
Harvard MA/UCB Ph.D. (former
college teacher) can help you
with research & writing. Fast.
friendly, caring, confidential.
Convenient Peninsula location.
Dissertation/ thesis specialist.
Samples 8, references available.
Chinese & other languages
spoken, Foreigners welcome! For
free tips, tools and ideas on
how to improve your writing,
visit our user-friendly Website
at http://www.aci-plus.com
Regular e-mail: acienetcoreLcom
Or write: Daniel, P08 4489, FC CA
94404 (ask for free color brochure).

WORD PROCESSING SERVICES
Professional typing for your term
papers, reports. letters. etc.
8 years experience.
Fast . Accurate- Reliable
WP, MS Word, other applications.
Hansen’s Business Services
408.2643506 or 408.269-5156.
e-mail: kelah@earthlink.net

Certain advertisements in
three %Sawn nmy rarer the
reader to specific %Syphons
numbers or addresses for
additional Information.
Ciamselad misdaes should be
reminded that, when rnaldng
thew further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or smirk:as
In addition, readers should
came* Inmelliste all flews
sewing employment Mess
arse nnnnn for di
vacations or merchandise.

, ....
.4 ----7F Daily ,. . ,.- .
.z.:-

’

i

0 SSWO

ACROSS
1 Computer -user’s
need
5 Big
10 Crack in the
earth
14 Repeat
15 Love in Paris
i 6 At a distance
17 Sweater
Material
18 Bed decoration
20 Golfer Sam 22 Family mem
23 Fashion
24 Actor David 26 Billiard stick
27 Held tenderly
30 Outdoor area
34 Brand names
35 Comical
36 Scrap of cloth
37 Roman road
38 Snoozed
40 Self-satisfied
41 Like a fiddle?
42 Thin
43 Lie at rest
45 Dinosaur bones
eg
47 Gamboled
48 Pacino and
Unser
49 Ontario’s Point
50 Major artery
53 Jungle snake
54 Author - Allan
Poe
58 Fromagene
purchase
61 Relieve
62 Tavern fare
63 Playful
animal
64 Harness part
65 Society abbr
66 Old-fashioned
67 Thin strip of
wood

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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OMMO1I11G111110 0141010111
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1111MOORIN WINN
DEIN M131112110112
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C1111131BIA
BIOPIIMIQI
111EINING1
MOglign
a,

11101Z113

IS11011M

MIOIMON111131:311
UNIX’ @CHAIM
UM1012 WROU
1997 rirtled Feature Synchcate

DOWN
1 Morning
moistures
2 Sacred picture
3 Pump or loafer
4 Pasta -maker’s
utensil
5 Young fellow
6 Entertained
7 Anti -slip
substance
8 Cleans a fish
9 Make a mistake
10 Roof beam
11 Up in the air
12 Autumn
13 Part of a grove
19 Excessive
interest rate
21 Pickling herb
25 Ships
26 Main
27 Actor
Robertson
28 Proportion
29 Assists Inc ime
30 Knock

MIMI

illiMain

a

ill

ill

11
"

31
32
33
35
39
40
42
44
46
47
49
50
51
52
53
55
56
57
59
60

Knight’s suit
Bring about
- on incited
Branch of
Buddhism
-- Vegas
Trooper’s prey
Fragrant shrub
Sword
Planet Or Car
Halts
Rhyme makers
Swedish rock
GInuP
Bullfight
cheers
Female
sandpipers
Alpha gamma
Celt
Where Japan is
Landlord’s fee
Jump on
one foot
Be ore. to
49 Down
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..anotto1s

ill! Market

ote’irf

is now op4en, and it’sjust a
short walkfrom SJSU.

Located at Second Street and
Santa Clara, Zanotto’s features:
*Large variety of organics and
natural foods.

Natural Food Specials
( :ascadian Farms, All varieties... Orpnic Ice Cream, Sorbet & Cream,
Sorbet, Yol.,,urt, Vc.getables and Veipe Bowls 9-16 oz. each ’
Muir (jell

r

inliat OCS.

*Fresh sandwiches, hot foods and
prepared salads from the Deli.

chunky, diced, whole 28 oz.

( :ascade Fresh Yogurt, Assorted varieties (xyz..
( ;ranola Bars, Assorted varieties

Nature’s (
4.5 oz.

GET
wrrir THE SPRINT FON
NIGHTS AND WEE

*A full salad bar.

Newman’s Pretzels, Regular and No Salt Rounds and Sticks 8 oz.
Calistoga Spring \X’ater 1.5 liter

*Sushi made fresh hourly.

1 lain Mini Rice ( ’akes... Assorted Varieties 4 oz.
FdenSoy Soy Milk (irnh, Original and Vanilla 33.8 oz..
Nature’s Path Mesa Sunrise Multigrain Cereal 10oz.

Organic Produce featuring a large
selection of fruits and vegetables.

Nature’s ( boice Itiaster Pastries.... Assorted Varieties 7.5 az.
(;oolcy sStn(x)thy

Assorted Varieties 16 oz.

Links Best ( sereal Brown Rice and Mixed Grains 6 oz.

*Bulk foods.

1 lansens Natural Soda... Assorted Varieties 6 packs
’Me

Freshest Produce

Bananas

Broccoli Crowns 794/lb

I lead I entice

(;lip ’Fop Carrots Alb6/.99/

Fuji Apples

Green Bell Peppers 2Ihs/.8

Artichokes 48’s

Navel Oranges .994/1b

rCoupon

Any Fresh Matetiifntuich
arsreu
or Sushi
$50 Shopping Spree

*Free validated parking with
purchase.

Coupon’

$1.00 Off

Register to Win A

*A complete beverage department
including fine wines and spirits.

at Zanotto’s

Deposit at Downtown Store Drawing Held 9/24/97

FAMILY MARKETS
"WE’LL TREAT YOU LIKE FAMILY!"
40 S

name

FAMILY MARKETS
L

"WE’LL TREAT YOU LIKE FAMILY!"
40 S StCONO S ,,,,, DOWNTOWN SAN )Ost

SECOND STREET

DOWNTOWN SAN JoSr

hours

address
phone
#4314

N1oritla VI klay 7am-9pIn
Saturtla). xam-Opm
Sunday ()am pm

Spri

GET

POWER

WITH THE SPRINT FONCARD YOU GET DIME-A-MINUTE LONG DISTANCE
NIGHTS AND WEEKENDS!’ HERB WHAT ELSE YOU GEE:

,r
I

INIM the Sprint
FONCARK you get
60 free minutes long distance
nights and weekends!
And there’s no need to
switch long-distance
1)1.1111
companies.
"
0 \

THAT’S OFPOWER.
THE DIME.
THE POWER

www.sprint.com collegc

1-800-193-1154

Sprint

